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INTRODUCTION 

... 
--l.-

To c~mply with the often expressed wish of members of the 
Economic anc Social Committee, the "Bulletin", which hi tl1erto has 
been printed in Luxembourg, will from now on be entirely put in 
the hands of the Secretariat of the Committee so as to reduce the 

time needed for printing. 

Initially at least, its appeara..11ce is obviously going to leave 
a lot to be desired due to inadequacies on the te~:b..nical side. 
Gradually, however, it will be improved and VTe shall endeavour 
to publish it more frequently and make it shorter and easier to 

use. 

* 

* * 

ECONmHC AND SOCIAL CQr:Tv.I.ITTEE TAKES ST08K 

The three-month period covered by this Bulletin coincides 

with a clear realization of the crisis facing the European InEJti t
utions as the result of a cumU::..ative effects of a series of' events, 
such as the energy crisis, inflation ana the unilateral mea~1xres 

taken by certain Member States. 

The Bulletin therefore contains several speeches by the 
Chairman ~~d a number of Committee motions protesting against this 

trend and calling for its end. 

. .. ; ... 
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I 

117th PLENAHY SESSION 

The 117th plenary session of the Economic ru1d Social 
Committee of the European Com.rnuni ties was helC:. in Brussels on 
30 and 31 January 197 4. The Committee Chairma"l, Mr Alfons L.APPAS, 
presided. 

Among the items on the agenda for this session was the 
prepe:ation of Committee Opinions on 

1. Common syst~m of value added tax 
Rapporteur : Wlr PEYRm.'IAURE-DEBORD-BROCA - France - Employers 

This Opinion was adopted, three members voted against it 
and one abstained. 

In its Opinion the Committee records its agreement on the 

Commission's main objectives but makes various com~2nts ~1d 
suggestions on specific asp8cts of the proposal for a directive 
such as : 

- how the ~."ember States will absorb the burden of the tax contri b
utiun to the Comrnunity budget; 

- the time-table for implementing the proposed measUl~es; 

- the inclusion or exemption of building sites in the scope of VAT; 

- the concept of supply of goods and the leasing system; 

- possible reduction in the number of rates and zero-ratinge On 

this matter the Committee believes that it would. be premature 
at this stabe to take a decision on whether zero-rat:ng of certain 
goods and services should be allowed in the future; 

·~·I··· 
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- the list of exemptions and in particular the system of trans
actions of trade unions, professional orge.ni?.atioro, churches 
etc., and international passenger transport; 

the necessity of enstu'ing that provision is,made for suspension 
of liability for payment of·value added tax in the case of 
purchases made ty undertakings which are mainly engaged in 
exporting; 

- the special system for small undertakings and for agriculture 
which the Cocrmittae approves in principle while stressing, as 
re~ards the flat-rate system for farmers in part~cular, the 
need to retail the possibility of option since any change-over 
to the normal system must be lli~dertaken very gradually; 

- the VAT Committee. 

In its conclusions the Committee recognizes inter alia the 
necessity for laying do\v.n rules for a uniform basis of assessment, 
a prerequisit£ for a new stage in the way to harmonizing the VAT 
system on Commu;.li ty level. 

The CoiTmittee also recognises the need for this measure if 
it is desired to achieve a neutral and balanced allocation of the 
contribution to the Community budget founded by O'im resources, 
tr~ough a tax levied on a uniform assessment basis. The Committee 
notes that although a major effort has been made to achieve such 
neutrality certain provisions of the proposal for a directiv3 are 
still r.ot ideal and should be improved in this resr;ect. Tee Corm~i ttee 
feels that the VAT Committee can be a suitable instr~~cnt for t~is 
purpose. 

Finally, the Committee stresses the need for the directive 
to be adopted and applied as a whole~ so as t0 avoid - in view of 

... ; ... 
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existing laws - significant di~tortions, resulting in the Member 
States from the application of certain provisions but not all the 
measures which follow on logically from the directive •. 

* 

* * 

2,. ~prox_!.mation of laws conce:rning yeasts 

Rapporteur : n~ BOUREL - Frnace - Rnployers 

This opinion was unanimously adopted. 

The Committee proposes first of all that the proposal for 
a directive should have the following layout : 

a) a General definition of yeasts; 

b) a list of the media for growing yeasts; 

c) a list of yeast types and their definitions; 

d) the provisions of a specific nature applicable to each type of 

yeast; 

e) general provisions applicable to all yeasts. 

The Committee also considers that if provisions are dra~m 
up for yeasts used for animal feeding purposes, they should be 

included in the directive on the srume basis as the provisions 
relating to yeasts intended for other uses. 

As to the new processes for the production of yeasts based 
on cultivation on meuia containing saturated hydrocarbons (culture 

on alkanes), the Comn1ittee thinks that they should not be forbidden 

... ; ... 
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and that steps should be taken now with a view to the drawing-up 
of the relevant Community provisions; these processes appear to 
offer very interesting prospects of meeting protein needs. 

* 

* * 

3. Preservatives in food 
Rapporteur : Miss ROBERTS - United Kingdom - Various Interests 

This opinion was unanimously adopted. 

The Committee approves the Commission's proposal that the 
maximum thiabendazole level of 6 mg/kg should be retained for 
citrus fruit; the Committee regrets, however, that the Cmmnission 
proposes abolishing the time-limit for the maximum thiabendazole 
level, laid down in the 1971 Directive. 

The Committee wo~ud prefer a new time-limit to be laid down 
for adoption of a definitive limit, so as to allow current scientific 
research to be concluded. 

The Committee trusts that an efficient system will be set 
up for providing consumers with information, partic~arly as regards 
consumption of citrus fruit. 

* 

* * 

... ; ... 
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CoMmittee call for implementation of Regional Fund 

L~ Alfons LAPPAS, Chairman of the Economic and Social 
Committee of the European Oor:mnmi ties, told the Committee during 
this plenary session that he had ac1c1ressed a letter to Walter SCHEEL, 
President of the Council of I;Iinisters, expressing the concern of 
its members at the fact that the Council had not been able to 
decide on implementing the European Regional Development Fund 
within the time-limit set by the Paris Smnmit. 

Mr LAPPAS recalled that in an unanimous opinion, the Connnittee 
had stressed the need for setting up this Fund as rapidly as possible 
so that aic.s could be granted quickly and of concentrating these 
aids on the regions which are most severely disadvantaged on the 
social and economic level. It had also insisted on providing the 
Fund with adequate means for meeting its purpose and on the need 
to associate the economic &~d social groupings concerned as closely 
as possible with the elaboration and implementation of the regional 
development policy. On behalf of the Committee members, :lfJr LAPPAS 
urged the Cou.."lcil of ministers to take a final decision without 
a ftrrther delay in favour of these disadvantc.ged regions which 
"justifiably expect a gesture of European solidarity. 

Finally, the Chairman made a statement about th2 state of 
crisis through which the EuroiJean Community was passi:1g at the 
beginning of 1974. The c~mmittee wholeheartedly supported this 
initiative. We give below the text of the Chairman's speech, 
followed by the Declaration adopted by the Economic and Social 
Committee at the end of the Session. 

Economic and So~l_ Committee's Chairmen appeals for safe_gu.arding 
of european solidarity 

It vvill come as no surJ)rise if I take the opportunity c.t 
this pl\Jn~ry session to 'briac u~:) ::-. m:::;joct which io ~f i.Ir-..:nellia:1Ge 
concern t'J tts oll., ~1 tl:.oueh not somethill0 which regulc..:;.":!.y 'J.p:pea.rs 
on our neenda. 

. .. ; .. ·~ 
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I would like to discuss the state of the European Community, 
which is passing through an unprecedented crisis, a crisis that 
has been building up over a long period, on sevGre.l fronts. 

There is a growing shortage of primary materialsj especially 
energy; we had seen it coming long before the spiralling. Trade 
between the industrialized and the developing countries will be 
severely affected. All our countries' economies are experiencing 
inflation, some of them have serious balance of payments difficul
ties. Economic growth and jobs are threatened. This Europe of 
ours, which had accustomed us to a steady rise in our stanc1.El..rd of 
living, is faced with grave economic problems. 

This is the context in which we must examine the successive 
blows dealt to the process of European integr~tion. The European 
Commtmity was born of a political idea and designed to ensure a 
lasting peace between its partners; now it future is being called 
into 'question. 

By the nature of things, all Community policies are inextric
ably linked : it would be inconceivable to wish to impose monetary 
union, which restricts national governments' ability to adapt the 
exchan&e rate of their currencies to the pace of growth of their 
national economies without having an effective regional f~~d to 
act as compensation and without a measure of coordination of the 
Member States' economic policies. It would be illogical and unjust 
to create a vast zone with unimpeded trans-frontier movement of 
capital, goods and workers, without proviaing a ccunterbalru1ce in 
the form, say, of a social action progrrunme. 

However, in the process of putting these prL~ciples into 
practice, which all the governments have publicly pledged themselves 
to do, we have seen the Cmmnunity become instead a market in which 
only national interests seem to count. Faced with the consequences 
of increased oil prices, the pressures of inflation and balLUlce of 
payments troubles, which have an irmnediate effect on the level of 
employment, each countr.y is tempted to go its own way and pursue a 
policy of deflation and of exporting its difficulties. The will 
to solve these problems together is thrown to the winds. Instead 
a "devil take the hindmost" attitude is taking over. 

I do not think it is an exaggeration to say that the Community 
has reached a crucial stage and that we have a political choice -~o 
make : either to take firm action so that the Nine agree to resolve 
their present problems together through mutual sacrifices and the 
strong helping the weak, a course which justifies genuine inteeration, 
or to continue on the present course which will ul tima.tely reuuce 
the Community to a free trade area in which countries will try to 

... ; ... 
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rid themselves of their problems at their partners' expense. There 
is a real danger that in the long-term, or even in the medium-term, 
all the problems which we thought solvcu will re-emerge in an. even 
acuter form. 

There is nothing novel about these remarks. All the 
commentators on the European scene come to n similar conclusion. 
Yesterday, I discussed our fears with President ORTOLI, who thought 
that if the Member States were incapable of reaching agreement over 
some economic and monetary matters they should still show that they 
were willing to continue the buildliLg of Europe by acting vigor
ously in other fields. He also realized the d8.1."'1.ger of a public 
opinion which is somewhat at a loss. With this in mind, he would 
approve any steps taken by the Economic and ~ocia.l Committee aimed 
at winninG over public opinion and making it better infonncd. 

As Chairman of the Economic and Social Committee it is my 
duty to point out that our function is not sj~ply to comment on 
proposals from the Commission a:ad the Council. It is also to 
inform the economic anc1 social interests w:ho:tn we represent of the 
importrmt issues impingi...""lg on the functioning of the European 
Community as a whole, and its outlook. 

In view of the gravity of the situation, I appeal to each 
and every one of you to make it known to your respective organiz
ations. It would be eminently desire.ble if these bodies were to 
tru{e any action which might be appropriate to alert public opinion 
and lobby the governments. 

We find ourselves at a crossroads. After years in which 
the Connnunity Institutions have progTessively lost their powers 
of c1ecision and action, they are accusecl of not :r-eacting swiftly, 
firmly 3J.Ld together. After it had been given a new epe:'.l of life 
at The Hague Conference, the Community climbed full of hope to the 
Paris Summit Conference, only to run into the jolts of Copenhagen. 

At the stage we are now, a fall could be fatal. 

This is another reason whJr the Economic and Social Committee 
should make itself felt.. JII'fr ORTOI1I :himself hopes that he can 
address our plenary session on Thursday 28 Fecruar~r 7 in spite of 
a ver~l hcaV".f list of engagements. We shm;;_ld. therefore te,rry no 
longer in showing what we feel about the present situaticn G:nd the 
futux·e of the Institutions in the context of :Europea1'1 union. 

It is the peoples of Europe, whose economic and social 
interests we represent, who will have to endure the serious 
consequences of the year just beginning if we do not act. It is 
for this reason that I urge you to ward off the threat8ned erosion 
of European solid~ity. 

. .. ; ... 
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Committee declacration ~n european solidarity 

Meeting in Plenary Session on 30 and 31 January 197 4, the 
Economic and Social Committee wholeheartedly approved the statement 
in which its Chairman, I/Jr A. L.APPAS, voiced the anxiety felt by 
the various catagories and organizations representinG economic and 
social activities, in the face of the threat of disruption hanging 
over the European Community. 

The members of the Economic and Social Committee warn the 
various national and Community bodies of the Brave consequences 
which are bound to ensue if the decisions taken by the Summit 
Conferences, and particularly the Paris SUIIliL.i t Conference, are 
jettisoned. 

The members of the Economic and Social Committee point out 
that the European Community is an indivisible whole, and stress 
that no r.:iember State can hope to solve its economic monetary and 
social problems by isolating itself. 

The members of the Economic and Social Committee have decided 
to approach the various authorities with a view to ensuring prompt 
attainment of the objectives laid down by the heads of state or of 
government at their meetings. 

Present difficulties show that it is essential to reinforce 
the powers of the Community organs and achieve a more democre.tic 
balance of these powers. 

For its part, the Economic and Social Committee is ready to 
shoulc1er all its responsibilities in this respect. 

. .. ; ... 
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II 

118th PLENARY SESSION 

The 118th plene.rjr session of the Economic and Social Co:nu.11i ttee 
of the European Comraunities was held in Brussels on 27 and 23 FGb

ruary 1974. Mr Alfons LAPPAS, the Chairm:m_ of the Cormnittee. 
presided. 

The Chairman ~ays : "lack of progress is tcmtamounj;_ to regress~" 

At the beginning of the Session the Chairman made a statement 

from which the most important passages e.re given below* 

"At our lo.st plenary ·session I told you how cn.ncerned I wns 
about the critical state of the European Con~unity. Your endorse
ment of this found eXl)ression in the adoption of a declaration 
which, incidentally, was mentioned by several ministers at a Council 
meeting held the following day. 

Alt'.s, the situation has not improved since then ru1d despite 
efforts to ensure that the nine Member States took up a coiLmun s~and, 
the Washineton meeting revealed how fragile European solidarity was. 

The Presifent of the Con~ission has not concealed from 
Parlirunent that the Comnn.mi ty is go5.ng through a crisis., Some 
days earlier he even called it a cr~sis of confidence snd will. 

Even though two Council meetings, one on farm prices, the 
other on monetary questions, have been held recently, others h~ve 
been c211celled. I am th:inking in particular of the one on rec
io:nal policy. 

Hence in the fields which are vi tal to its further c~evelop
ment, Europe finds itself more divided than ever. The policy of 
holQing stwmit conferences h~s not had a decisive impact. 

Some people might think my pessimism exaggerated since no 
State up to now has enterta:incd the idea. of calling into question 
the achievements of the Community. 

True enough, but lack of progress is tantamount to regression. 
Our Conunittee has n.::>t remained_ inactive. Within the limi-t:is of is 
terms of reference it has adopted numerous declarations snd made 
frequent approaches to Community bodies. However, I feel that we 
have virtually exhausted our stock of direct forms of influence • 

... ; ... 
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And yet the Economic and Social Committee is also a place for 
numerous, regular meetings between representatives of the economic 
and social activities of our countries. Expressing our views 
within the "institutional" framework of this Committee is no 
longer enough. Without continuing our work at national level 
the positions we take lose a great deal of the power of their 
conviction. As things stand at present my best advice to you 
would be to play an even more active role, through our organizations, 
at national level, using the methods you consider to be the most 
fitting. It would certainly be useful to seize the opportlmity 
provided by this meeting to work out ways and means of ensuring 
that your earlier appeals have an even bigger impact, even if 
this means stating your views outside the confined circle of 
this Committee. 

From now on I believe it is vital to inform and rouse 
public opinion in our countries so that sufficient pressure is 
put on those who preside over the destinies of the European 
Community, a setback to which could certainly have serious dis
ruptive effects. 

Preparation of opinions 

The agenda of this session envisages in particular the 
preparation of Committee opinions on the following subjects. 

1. Control of business concentration 
Rapporteur : Mr CLARK - United Kingdom - Employers 

This opinion was prepared in the presence of D~ BORSCHETTE, 
member of the Commission and was ad·opted by 74 votes in favour, 
15 votes against and 25 abstentions. 

Prior notification of mergers of companies within the 
European Commtmities whose combined turnover would exceed 1000 m. 
units of accom1t (for English text only : £400 m.) won favour fTom 
the Economic· and Social Committee at its meeting held on 27 and 28 
February in Brussels. It insisted however that the Commission's 
investigation of a notified merger - intended to avoid the setting 
up of monopoly positions - must be carried out rapidly so as to 
minimize the unavoidable period of uncertainty. Only the Commission, 
and not national governments, should be competent to pronounce upon 
mergers covered by the envisaged regulations. 

. .. ; ... 
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The Committee recognized that mergers could bring substantial 
benefits through economies of scale a~d by rationalizRtion which 
might be necessary to make European industries competitive with 
those in other major industrialized countries. It accepts however 
that it is necessary for the Comnunity to control certain mergers 
to preserve the coi.Tipetitive system. The regulation would apply to 
mergers whose combined turnover would exceed 200m. U.A.s& (for English 
text only : £80 m.) or 25% of nny member state's ttU~over. The 
Commission should therefore have the power to declare tl1at a merger 
is incompatible, and, if necessary, to order deconcentration~ 

Speech by Mr BOllSCHETTE, Member of the Commisoion 

In his speech to the Economic and Social Committee, 
Mr BORSCHETTE first of all thanked the Committee for the work it 
had done in continuation of the dialogue between the two institutions. 
After m~derlining the i~portance for the Community of the Treaty -
provisions on competition, Mr BORSCHETTE observec1 that whilst the 
Commission can act decisively against agreements of concerted 
practices, it can at present only take steps ex post facto in the 
event of the abuse of concentrations. For this reason a more 
systematic control of concentrations liable to hli1der effective 
competition is called for. The powers provided for to this end 
are based on Article 87 of the Treaty, which deals with prohibited 
concentrations in which undertakingo in a dominant position part
icipate, and on Article 235 in respect of concentrations which 
threaten the existence of effective competition, 

As regards the different aspects of the Regulation, 
Mr BORSCHETTE stressed that prior control would be advantageous 
for the following three reasons : 

, .. ; ... 
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1. -for undertakings such a system would have less potential 
negative effects than a possible procedure for the breaking 
up of a concentration; 

2. - it would be possible to avoid the delays, which are often 
considerable, in the event of the breaking up of a concentration; 

J. - the rules on procedure give undertakings legal certainty as 
far as the compatibility of their plans with the rules of the 
Common Market is concerned, 

On the question of the pars .. llel application of national 
law and Community law, the Court of Justice has in its decisions 
already stated that Community law takes precedence, while at the 
same time accepting the legitimacy of national legislation in this 
field. 

Consequently consultation and co-operation between the 
Commission and the competent national authorities should be stepped 
up. 

1~ BORSCHETTE then referred to certain technical aspects : 
turnover as a criterion to be applied to the undertakings involved; 
the composition of the Advisory Committee proposed in the Regul
~tion; the notification procedure. There will be a separate 
Regulation on the latter and the Economic and Social Committee will 
once again be involved in its preparation. 

* 

* * 

2. Improvement of the common agricultural policy 
Rapporteur : Mr BOUREL - France - Employers 

The Committee adopted this Opinion, 3 members having voted 
against and 10 having abstained. 

. .. ; ... 
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Although the memorandum is not intended to be a detailed 
blueprint setting out practical measures for immediate- implementation, 

the Corrunittee considered that the ideas expressed in it called for 
some general comments. 

The Committee lays particular emphasis on the general polit

ical importance of the common agricultural policy and the vital 
role this policy has always played in the process of EEC political 
integration. At a time when the case for a common agricultural 
policy progressively replacing national policies is being questioned 
in a nmnber of quarters, the Committee thinks it important to stress 
the need to pursue the grand design sketched by the Treaty of Rome, 
n~~ely, integration of a modern agriculture in a modern economy at 
EEC level. 

The Committee proceeds to a critical assessment of the 
various economic, social and even tecrillical aspects of the agricul
tural policy pursued. One point it makes is that the agricultural 
policy is the only common policy to have been accepted so far by 
the Member States, so that Many of its imperfections are due 
essentially to the lack of comparable policies in other areas of 

economic anu social activity. The Committee confines itself to 
general comments on the sectoral proposals contained in the.mem
orandtw, as it intends to revert to these questions in much greater 
detail during the forthcoming discussions on the proposels for 

agricultural prices for the marketing year 1974-~975. 

In the concludin~ section of its opinion the Co~~ittee 
stresses that it is impossible to pursue an agricultural policy 
which is genuinely common if the principles on which it has by 
common assent been based, are regularly being undennined by the 

... ; ... 
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desire of the States to obtain this or that supplementary or 
conflicting advantage in individual cases. The international 
context of agriculture has profoundly changed since the yesx 
in which the Treaty of Rome was signed. Problems of world impor
tance, for example food aid and relations which developing coun
tries have increased in urgency. 

The Committee considers that only by a common political 
will can the fl!ember States of· the Community arrive at the requisite 
solutions. This is particularly true of the agricultural sphere. 
The Committee fears that if this crucially important will is absent, 
the adoption of one improvement after another will keep the 
Community in its present state of chaos for a long time to come. 

* 

* * 

3. Agricultural prices 
Rapporteur : 1\lr de CAFFARELLI - France - Various Interests 

This Opinion was adopted with 66 votes in favour, 16 votes 
against and 18 abstentions. 

In its opinion, the Committee firstly places the Commission's 
proposals in the present economic context and then makes a number 
of general ~omments. It considers that the reference period used 
by the Commission to compute average price rises is not quite 
correct for agricultural products. The Committee feels that the 
proposed average increase of 7.2% is inadequate for the purposes 
of pursuing the Commission's objectives. As a result, the Committee 
proposes introducing a corrective factor so as to give greater 
weight to the particularly sharp upsurge of production costs in 
the closing months of 1973. 

. .. ; ... 
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As regards specific Commission proposals, the Committee is 
opposed to the production levnJ proposed for the dairy sector and 
asks the Comrftission to investigate new specific aids for beef 
producers. 

The Committee is opposed to the proposed changes in current 
regulations on durum wheat and olive oil. 

Lastly, the Comtr.ittee notes that the Commission proposals 
on agricultural market management will make producers' incomes 
more dependent than in the past on this management. As a result, 
it proposes that occupational groups and agricultural producers, 
especially the latter, should play a greater part in market 
management. 

* 

* * 

4. Agricultural aspect of th~ GATT ne&otiations 
Rapporteur : Mr R,0rmR - Denmark - :stnployers 

This Opinion was adopted unanimously with two abstentions. 

The Committee believed that the decisive part played by 
the EEC in world trade not only justified the Community's part
icipation in the multilateral trade negotiations but also meant 
that it should be prepared to take L~itiatives to contribute to 
their success. 

The Committee considered that the harmonious dsvelopment 
of world trade must go together with strong Community efforts to 
redress existing regional, social and sectoral imbalances. In 
particular, this development should not impede the harmonious 
development of ·iJhe agricultural sector. 

. .. ; ... 
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The Committee agreed ·that agricultural questions should 
be dealt with in the negotiations by one main Committee, as has 
been the case, but felt that this should not prevent the Committee 
in question from working as closely as possible with the other 
committees involved in the negotiations as a whole. 

The Committee stressed that neither the principles nor the 
main elements of the mechanisms of the Co~mon Agricultural Policy 
should be a subject for negotiation, on the understanding that the 
Community would continue its efforts for a restructuring of agric
ulture. 

The conclusion of world arrangements regarding products 8nd 
the application of the instruments involved called for reorganization 
of the international monetary system so as to ensure stability. 

It was desirable for discipline to be established on the 
world market with regard to certain agricultural products by means 
of appropriate international arrangements and particularly regrets 
that the Community was not in a position to adopt a common attitude 
in the negotiations concerning an internationa: sugar agreement. 
It called upon the Community's institutions to participate at least 
in the administrative arrangements connected with the agreement. 

If the Committee agreed that reciprocity should be sought 
by means of equivalence of commitments within the framework of 
international product-by-product arrangements, it also considered 
that this must not prevent sufficient nexibili ty being shorm to 
allow several products to be linked and negotiated on together 
where this was expedient in practice. 

. .. ; ... 
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Finally, in view of the improvements which the Community 
wishes to introduce later this year in regard to generalized 
preferences, the Committee announced its intention of tackling 
the question of additional measures to be taken for products of 
particular interest to the developing countries in its forthcoming 
main opinion on all aspects of the GATT negotiations. 

The Committee wi_ll continue t0 fallow thesP negotiPtions 
and pronounce itself at the appropriate time. 

* 

5. Community guarantee system for private investment 
Rapporteur ~ Mr C~~'ffiTIC~\EL - United Kingdom - Employers 

The Committee adopted its Opinion with five votes against 
and two abstentions. 

A novel and far-reachL~g element in setting not only tech
nical and commercial but also social criteria for obtaining 
Community guarantees for ~~uerwriting private investments in third 
countries was proposed by the Economic and Social Committee in its 
opinion. It suggested that the Community guerantee sche;.ne should 
be extended only to countries selected by the Council of Hinisters 
which should take into account 1 inter alia, their membership of the 
International Labour Organization and their applying it~ conventions 
and recon~endations. These.conventions ensure respect for the 
freedom of association for employees, the right for trade unions 
to negotiate collective agreements and a ban on discrL~ination 
agali~st workers on grounds of origin, nationality, race~ religion 
or political affiliation. 

• •• ;11> •• 
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Investors should also apply the code of conduct of the 
International Chamber of Commerce. However, they should not be 
obliged· under the scheme to comply with those elements of the 
ICC's code or the ILO conventions which are not practised in 
the host country although they should apply them where they con
sider this practicable. 

The Committee welcomes the Commission's initiative for 
a Community investment scheme that would facilitate private 
investment in third countries - especially developing countries -
by covering such political risks as war, expropriation, non
payment, non-transfer and inconvertibility, as ~ell as exchange 
risks. It notes that the scheme should not only complement 
national guarantee systems and cover investments by two 0r more 
investors from different Member States but also provide he normal 
facilities to those States which do not have their own guarantee 
scheme. The scheme should be managed b;y technical experts cmd its 
administration should be as simple as possible. The ~elationship 
to !:~ember States coulc1 be similar to that of the European Investroerit 
Bank. f~y project accepted for insurance under the scheme should 
have the prior approval of the host government. 

On the financial side, the Committee considers that although 
an initial sum would be required to cover the costs of establishing 
a European Private Investment Office, to run the scheme, it is more 
important that the Office's outstanding liabilities should be 
guaranteed by the Community rather than providing a fixed capital 
sum. 

. .. ; ... 
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6. Liqueur Wines 

Rapporteur : Mr GUILLAtmm - France - Various Interests 

This Opinion was adopted unanimously. 

Vfuile the Committee agrees with the Co~~ission that trade 
within the Co~~unity and with non-member countries needs to be 
improved, it consiclers that it woulc1 be better to defer the 
definitions proposed by the Commission until the Comn1unity rules 
on liqueur wines and 2~omatized wines, which the Commission has 
been promising for some years, have bee:n. adopted" 

The Committee has no objection to the proposal that the 
Community provisions in Regulation No. 816/70 on maximun so2 content 
be extended to cover certain wines imported from non-member 
countries. 

* 

* * 

7. Committee for Youth Questions 

Youth Advisory Co~~ittee 
Rapporteur : ~~ van RENS - Netherlands - Workers 

The Committee adopted this Opinion with three votes against. 

In the Co~nittee's view, the desire to associate young 
people in the work of the Community can only become a reality of 
the aspirations and needs of those involved are known. The 
Committee therefore considers that the representative youth 
organizations at European level should agree to become involved 
in work for European unification. 

. .. ; ... 
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With regard to the proposed committee for youth questions, 
the Committee thinks that since government officials WQuld far 

I 

outnumber Commission representa~ves on this body, there would 
be a danger of the approach becoming national rather than 
European. 

Whilst acknowledging the part this body could play in 
the consultation between individual Member States and between 
the r.Iember States and the Commission, on future Community and 
national measures involving young people, the Co~~ittee considers 
that it should not be us0d as an olibi or an excuse for doing 
nothing further of a conerete nature to promote the involvement of 
youth in the work of the Community. 

With regard to the planned youth advisory committee 
the Committee takes the view that the Commission should radically 
alter its proposal and recommend instead : 

a) Reorganization and development, of the European Youth Fund 1 in 
order to involve a greater number of young people, thereby 
giving them the opportunity to participate in the achievement 
of the Community's fundamental aims and to step up their 
cooperation; 

b) Establishment of a centre for youth participation in the 
Community under the auspices of the Commission; this cou1d 
become a vehicle for participation in European integration by 
young ~xropeans and non-governmental youth organizations; 

c) Allocatj.on of funds to allow two meetings with youth 
organizations to be held each year for an exchange of views • 

... /.;. .. 
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The ConEittoe considers that, in vie'G? of t!le fact that 
a great deal ·of i.'l'\fo~ati0n 1'i'u?.k nus+, be done ( ospeci olJ y :tn 
schools)~ ~he ti~e is not yet ~l,a for a youth adviso~J co~ittee. 

Later on, such a committee could fulfil a useful 
function within the proposed machinery~ 

Finally, it is hoped that the Commission will report 
annually to the European Parliament a...'1.d to the Committee on all 
activities and measures taken with regard to youth. 

* 

* * 

8. General Committee on safety at work 

Sub-title not in index ••••••••••••••• 
Rapporteur : mr BORNARD - France - Workers 

The Economic and Social Co~~ttee has on several occasions 
studied industrial safety questions, both in connection with the 
annual examination of the social situation and in considering 
the preliminary guidelines for a Community social policy 
progr a.vnme. 

Furthermore, at its plen~~Y session in November 1973, the 
Economic and Social Committee decided to c~~ry out a detailed study 
on the matter for the purposes of working out general guideli!les 
for a Community policy. 

. .. ; ... 
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The Committee approves the Commission proposal for the 
sett~ng up of a general committee on safety at work which would 
have the task ·as it w·ere of· centralizing ·information on prevention 
as well as coordinating Community activities in this area and the 
exchange of data. The Conoittoe believes, however, that it is 
essential to rationalize these activities and avoid a proliferation 
or parallel bodies, while at the same time taking account of the 
problems of the various sectors and in particular ensuring that 
the Steel Industry Safety and Health Commission is maintained .• 

The Committee also supports the proposal that the Mines 
Safety and Health Commission be assigned the task of continuing 
its preventive action in the field of safety at work in the whole 
range of extractive industries; it requests, however, that pro
specting for, and extraction of, oil and gas not be excluded-from 
this body's sphere of competence. 

This Opinion was unanimously adopted. 

9. Study on the Vi~e Sector 
Rapporteur : Mr GUILLAm~ - France - Various Interests 

In this study, which was adopted unanimously, the Committee 
examined the principal aspects of the Report prepared on this subject 
by the Commission. 

Firstly the Committee hopes that certain additional 
information will be incorporated in the descriptive and statistical 
parts of the report. Information, broken down by major wine
producing regions and by vineyard categories, should be provided 
on the extent of grubbing which is not aided by grants. As 
regards some producer countries where vineyards ere planted with 
mixed varieties, the methods used for compiling statistics on 
vineyard areas and the trends in respect of such vineyards 
should be stipulated. 

. .. / ... 
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The Committee also considers it useful to huve inform
E>"tion on the size of specialized white wine vineyards and their 
development, and on the size and prospects of outlets for white 
wine. 

In general terms, the Committee stresses the need to 
have the most recent statistical data and trusts that the latest 
information will be used in preparing the 1973-1974 report, so 
as to ensure that it gives the most accurate possible provisional. 
review of the actual Community wine-growing in the Community. 

On the subject of patterns to be set for Community wine
growing as a result of the enlargement of the Co:cnnuni ty, an 
increase in demand can be expected. On the other hand, the rate of 
planting appears to be ap,reciably lower than normal replacement 
requires. However, since harvests fluctuate widely from year to 
year, the Committee is in favour of amending Regulation No. 816/70 
to allow distillation to be carried out as a precautionary measure 
at the beginning of the wine-growing year, whenever there is an 
exceptionally large harvest. 

As regards the problem of identifying and promoting table
wines, that it must be permissible for table-wine labellir~ to 
mention the intrinsic qualities of the wine. This, however, must 
not be used as a pretext for charging inflated prices. 

Lastly, the Cornmi ttee considers that the minimum actu~ 
alcoholic strength of table ·wines should be mai.ntained at its 
present figure of 8.5°, while the minimum total alcoholic 
strength should be fixed at go. 

. .. / ... 
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III 

119th PLENARY SESSION 

The 119th plenary session of the Economic and Social 
Committee of the European Communities was held in Brussels on 
27 alld 28 March 1974. The Co11111i ttee Chairman, Mr A. LAPPAS, 
presided. 

Mr Frangois-Xavier ORTOLI, President of the Commission, made 
a statement on the overall situation in the Community. 

Mr ORTOLI on the crisis in the Community 

Mr ORTOLI started by describing the current situation in 
the Commur~ty in the context of developments over the past year. 
Following a period of relative progress after the Community's 
enlargement, the situation had abruptly deteriorated. The Paris 
Summit Conference had previously opened up encouraging vistas by 
plotting out a concept which transcended the economic, monetary and 
customs framework of the Community; not only had the need for a 
social policy been acknowledged, but the idea of a ~xropean union 
had been put forward as a goal which could have been achieved 
within a few years. 

In the meantime, monetary difficulties coupled with 
extraordinary capital flows, problems of inflation, balance of 
p~ents difficulties and finally the energy crisis had revealed 
the weakness of the Community in its present form. It was 
necessary for the Community to learn from this state of affairs : 
Mr ORTOL,I said "It is not a sin to be drenched in a storm, but it 
is a sin if no conclusions are drawn from this drenching" • 

... ; ... 
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The problems with which Member States had been confronted 
had led in some cases to States taking independent action 
inconsistent ~~th the Community's ~~ty. Furthermore, even if 
the Corr~unity's future might be uncertain in some respects and 
there was a fear of prog-ress coming to a halt, there could be no 
denying that some major advances had· been made over the last year. 
Special mention should be made of trade policy where the countries 
of Europe had spoken with one voice at the GATT negotiations, of 
the social action programme, of steps taken in industrial policy, 
research and technologr and en"':·ironmental policy and of the 
recent agreement on farm prices. 

At a time when European integration was being called to 
question and national egoism was becoming apparent again, 
Mr ORTOLI said that it had to be borne in mind that Europe was a 
Community of common interests. Poor in raw materials and energy 
sources, Europe depended on exports to keep employment high and 
maintain its purchasing power. Also, given the importa.."l.ce of 
intra-Community trade a joint market was incompatible with diverging 
policies. Finally, the international economic m1d monetary system 
was undergoing vast changes in the search for a new equilibrium, 
and Europe had to present a united front in this context. 

The next steps towards European integration should not be 
delayed, even if no spectaculcun progress could be expected in 
the current situation. As regards practical measures, it would 
be necessary to coordinate Ffl'ember States£ economic and monetflry 
policies more closely fra~ming a common energy policy a1d make 
progress in the social and regional policies. 

eeo/••• 
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One of the principal weaknesses of the institutional 
machinery was that there was no proper contact between Community 
activities and public opinion. Special.efforts should be made·to 
improve this situation as part of the move towards EUro.pean union 
an important role would fall to the European Parliament. Closer 
cooperation between the Commission and the Committee as the 
representatives of the various categories of economic and social 
·activity would also help here. 

1. Future r.ole of the Committee 

As its initial contribution to the discussion in the 
institutions about the shape of a European union, the Committee, 
making use of the right to take up matters on its owrt initiative, 
adopted an opinion on "The place and role of the Economic and Social 
Committee in the insti tutionaJ.. machinery of the Comrmmities". 

(Rapporteur : ffur DE BRUYN - Belgium - Various Interests). 

In this Opinion, which was adopted by 106 vo~es·in favour 
with 6 abstentions, the Economic and Social Committee considers 
that the establishment of a European Union presupposes not only a 
tangible improvement in the functioning of the Institutions, but 
also a real democratization of decision-making. Democratization could 
be furthered by giving the various socio-economic groups a grea.ter 
say, through the Committee in line with the conclusions of the Paris 
and Copenhagen Summit Conferences. The Committee welcomes the 
offieial. recognition of its right to advise on its own initiative, 
but feels that other significant improvements in its status should 
also logically follow from the formal coiT~itments made at these 
summits. It has therefore drawn up a number of proposals for 
strengthening its consultative role, including Committee involvement 
in the preparation of Commission proposals at the preliminary 
drafting stage, that is to sey earlier than in the past, better 
flow of information from the Council and the Commission on the 
action taken on 09inions, &~d improved coordination of its own 
activities and those of the specialized consultative committees 
attached to the Commission. . .. ; ... 
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The Committee expresses willingness to offer facil.lties 
to joint commdttees for individual sectors, although their 
functions and its own role assigned by the Treaties are quite 
distinct. The setting up of such committees was encouraged in the 
social policy section of the final commu.~ique of the Paris Sunmit 
Conference, which urged that "the conclusion of collective ~"'l'eements 
at EuropeaJ.1 level in appropriate fields'' should bP. furthered. 

The other Opinions which the Committee adopted during 
its 119th Session are the follovrin~ : 

2. Shipbuildin~ 
Rapporteur : l\Ir ARENA - Italy - Employers 

Considering that the fundamental objectives of a co~~on 
policy in the shipbuilding industry is international competitively, 
the Conuni ttee agrees that functional aids should be replaced by 
investment incentives. However, it requests a longer period for 
introducing the new system than that envisaged by the Commission. 

The Committee adopted its Oninion with 5 votes in favour 
and 4 abstentions. 

* 
* * 

3. Economic Sj.tuatio:.1 in the Cg,Egrn.'ni.ty 
Rapporteur : Mr DE BIEVllE - Belgium - Workers. 

The Committee con.siders that the cu::."rent difficu~ ties "vvi th 
Conununi t;-{ energy and pri:nary material supplies mfl.ke it parti.cularly 
difficult to establish a forGcast for 1974. If growth rates remain 
satisfactory, priority should be given to action against inflation. 
If the economy loses momentum, prime consideration would have to be 
given to keeping up employment levels. 

. .. ; ... 
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The Opinion was adopted with two dissenting votes and 
twelve abstentions. 

4. Equal pcy 

Rapporteur : Mrs VVEBER - Germany - Workers 

The Committee endorses the initiative of the Commission 
and is in favour of a broad interpretation of Article 119 of the 
EEC Treaty. 

This Opinion was adopted with six dissenting votes and 
five abstentions. 

* 

* * 

5. Employment of the handicapped 
Rapporteur : Sir John PEEL -United Kingdom -Various Interests. 

The Committee approves the measures recommended by the 
Commission to permit the economic and social integration of handi
capped persons in working life and society. It emphasizes that the 
economic aspect is only one side of the questione 

This opinion was adopted unanimously. 

* 

* * 

.... ; ... 

.. 
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6. Inter~~ntion by the European S~nial Fund 
Rapporteur : ~'fr FASSINA - Italy - Workers 

The Co~~ittee endorses the Comnission proposals on 
assisting hru~dicapped persons and underlines· the need to adopt 
them ;rocptly. On the question of migrant worlcers, the Committee 
urges a policy of balanced dovelo~ent to lessen the difficulties 
arising for workers who move from one country ·~o another. 

This Opinion was adopted un~imously. 

* 

* * 

7. Amendment to soc~ security sxstem applicable to wor~s moving 
within the Community 
Rapporteur : lVf..,j_'"' PURPURA - Italy - Various Interests 

The Committee recognizes that the amunc~ents proposed 
by the Commission have been made necessary by changes in 
national legislation, but lays e~pbasis on a number of potential 
drawbacks of the pl&~ed measures, particularly concerning 
invalidity, unemploym~nt ond pensions. 

This Opinion was adopted unanimously. 

* 

* 

8. Co~on T~a.B,.~ort Policy 
Rapporteur : rirr RENAUD - France 

* 

Employers 

The Committee feels that new impetus should be given 
to the develop~ent of a transport policy. This policy 

... ; ... 
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should fit in with the other Community policies, such as the 
regional and or social policy. 

This Opinion was adopted unanimously less three abstentions. 

* 

* * 

9. Consumer information and protection pro~~e 
Rapporteur : Thliss ROBERTS - United Kingdom - Various Interests 

The Committee agrees in broad terms with the programme draw, 
up by the Commission though it underlines the need to distinguish 
between Comn1unity action and national action on the basis of criteria 
of efficiency. 

The Committee adopted its opinion 2 members voting against 
and 6 abstained. 

It should be noted that the two later Opinions were discussed 
and adopted in the presence of Mr SCARASCIA li1UGNOZZA, Vice-President 
of the European Commission, who participated actively in the debates. 

* 

* * 
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VI 

VISITS AND WIEETINGS ABROAD 

1 • .Q]lairman' s Visit to Luxembour__g 

WJ.r Alfons LAPPAS, Chairm~m of the Economic and Social 
Committee of the European Communities, paid an official visit 
to Luxembourg on 28 and 29 January, sceonpanied by the Vice-Chairmen, 
Mr Henri CANONGE and Mr Alberta MASPRONE, the Secretary-General, 
Mr Delfo DELFINI, and_ one of the Directors-General, Mr Roger LOUET. 

During this visit 'Mr LAPPAS had talks with several members 
of the Grand Duchy's Government, not ably the Prime minister, 
~.'fr Pierre WERNER, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Gaston THORN, 
the Minister of Labour, Mr Jean DUPONG, and the Minister for the 
Economy, Mr Marcel ~UffiT. In addition, the Committee delegation 
attended an extraordinary meeting of the Luxembourg Economic and 
Social Council, which was chaired by Mr Antoine WEISS. Mr LAPPAS 
made a speech to the meeting in which he referred to the current 
crisis in the European Community. Difficulties had been overcome 
in the past and, he was confident that, given the requisite 
political ~~11 and appropriate instruments the current problems 
could be resolved. 

1'fr LAPPAS also proposed establishing closer links between 
the Economic and Social Committee and the Luxembourg Economic 
and Social Council so as to build up a cooperation which would 
be to their mutual adv~mtage. This proposal was welcomed. 

Earlier, nrrr LAPPAS, together with the officers of the 
Conlliiittee's Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions, had been 
received by the Chairman of the Consu~tative Committee of the 
EAEC, Sir David DAVIES, and the officers of the Consultative 
Committee. The visiting and the host party agreed that it 
would be useful to establish closer coordination between the two 
organizations in the field of energy policy. 

. .. ; ... 
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2. Chairman's visit to Paris 

A large delegation from the European Communities' Economic anc 
Social Committee under its Chairman, 1\'fr Alfons .LAPPAS, paid an 
official visit to Paris between 12 and 14 March. The delegation was 
received on 13 March in the Palais d'Iena by the French Economic 
and Social Council. 

In a statement to the members of the Council, Mr LAPPAS~ 
spoke of tae disquiet about the current situation in the Community 
which had already been expressed by the r~presentatives of the economd 
and social interests on the Committee. He also referred to the 
stP.pS w'ij.ch they intended to take. Mr Emile ROCHE, President 
of the F'rench Economic and Social Council, replied. 

During the morning of 13 l~arch, Mr LAPPAS received delegatioru: 
fron French traae unions, employers' associations and agricultural 
and social organizations, which are represented on the European 
Economic and Social Committee. 

On 14 March, Mr LAPPAS had a series of officiaJ. talks with 
Mr Alain POHER, President of the Senate, Mr Edgar FAURE, President 
of the National Assembly, Mr Georges GORSE, Minister for Labour, 
Emplo~rrnent and Population, and other importent political figures. 

At the same time, the Section for Social Questions, whose 
fifty or so members come from all nine of the Community's member 
States, met at the headqum-ters of the Community's office in Paris. 
It prepared several Committee opinions, concerning equal pay, the 
European Social Fund, the handicapped and social security. To 
provoke a reaction at Community level, the Committee, on its own . 
initiative, had proposed that an opinion be prepared on employment. 
This was prepared by the Section. Among other things this opinion 

... ; ... 
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urged that the question of currently foreseeable unemployment and 
under--employment be tackled in a radical ma.."'lner, these problems 
will mainly affect migr8l1t workers, who form up to 10% of the 
total working population in certain States of the Community. 

3. Section meeting in Trieste 

The Section for In~ustry, Commerce, Crafts an1 S8rvices 
held its eleventh meeting on 5th and 6th Narch 1974 in Trieste. 

The Section : 

1. Adopted by 17 votes in favour and 15 abstentions its 
opinion on the "Proposals from the Commission to the Council on 
the shipbuilding industry". 

2. Adopted its study on the "Situation of small and medium-
sized undertakings in the Community" by 20 votes in faYoUl" 
and 5 abstentionso 

3. Appointed Mr DE BIEvuE as Rapporteur on the Study 
Group on Technical Barriers for the preparation of work on 
the "Proposal for a Council directive on the approximation of 
the laws of the Member States relating to the sulphur content 
of certain liquid fuel.s. 

4. Appointed Mr FRIEDRICES as Rapporteur on the Study 
Group on Company Law for the preparation of work on tho 
"Proposal for a regulation of the Council on the European Cooperation 
Groupi:i.1.g 'EEC) 11 

• 

... ; ... 
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5. Set up a Drafting Group on Medicinal Products
1
for the 

I 

preparation of work on the 

"Amendment to the proposal for a Council directive on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
analytical, pharmacotoxicological and clinical st:mdards 
and protocols in respect of the testing of proprietary 
medicinal products"; 

".Amendment to the proposal for a Council Directive on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
publicity for proprietary medicinal products and to package 
leaflets"; 

"Amendment to the proposal for a Council Directive on the 
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
matter which mey be added to proprietary medicinal products". 

(Rapporteur : Mr CHABROL - Members : Mr DE BIEVRE and W~ FASSINA) 

4. Visit of Economic and Social qommittee delegation to Africa 

The Bureau of the External Relations Section made an 
information visit to West Africa from 1st to 10th March 1974. 

During its stay in the Ivory Coast and Senegal the delegation 
from the Economic and Social Committee met the economic and social 
councils of the two countries, had talks with the President of the 
Senegalese Republic and the President of the Ivory Coast National 
Assembly and members of its Governn1ent, exchanged views with 
representatives of the Senegalese Chamber of Commeree, and a large 
number of development projects in the two countries. The visit 
gave the members of the delegation valuable first-hand insights 

... ; ... 
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·into the economic and social situation in the two countries and left 
them with an impression of the priorities, scale and effectiveness 
of their development programmes, for which the Community is providing 
assistance. Points of mutual interest discussed during the 
visit included the renewal of the association agreement, stabilization 
of commodity prices and generalized preferences. 

* 

* * 

... / ... 
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V 

ACTION TAKEN ON ECONO]fiC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE OPINIONS 

Following the Opinion delivered by the Economic and 8ocial 
Committee at its session of October 1973, the Commission amended 
part of its proposal to the Council concerning the strength of 
motor vehicles• seats. 

The Commission had required the unlocking control for the 
seats to be "easily accessible". 

The Committee suggested stipulating that the control ~ 
.be situated on the outside of the seat itself (i.e. on the edge of 
the seat nearest to the door). 

The Commiss.ion accepted this suggestion and amended its 
proposal to the Council accordingly. 

* 

* * 

... ; ... 
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FUTURE V/ORK 

The Committee will not hold a plenary session in April 

1974. 

The session of May 1974 will include the preparation of 
Committee opinions on : 

-Employment situation 
- European foundation for i.mprovement of living em.d working 

conditions 
- Excise duties on mineral oils 
- 5th Company Law Directive 
- Stock exchange prospectus 
- Life assurance 
- Raising of capital 
- Bracket tariffs in road transport 

Bracket tariffs in road transpJrt-extension 
- Dangerous substances 
- Prepackaging 
- Drir~ing water 
- Expenditure on food aid 
- Import system for carp and trout 
- 3rd directive on tobacco 
- Cultural materials - customs harmonization 
- Free ciraulation of goods - customs hRrmonization 
- Motor vehicles - lig~ting 

- fog lights 
- cxton!al protections 
- reflex Yeflecting devices 

- Adaptation of Directives on environmental protection 
- 40-hou.r week 
- Mutual recognition of qualifications 

* 

* * 

... / ... 
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VII 

OBITUARIES 

Mr Joseph ILLERB)~US died on 22 December 1973. Member of 
the Bundestag, the executive committee of the retail trade 
association and numerous other organizations. He has been a 
member of the Economic and Social Committee (Various Interests 
Group) since 1970. 

Mrs Lis GROES died on 12 March 1974. .After being elected 
to the Danish parliament, and subsequently boco:!:'Jing minister for 
Commerce, she was appointed a member of the Economi~ and Social 
Committee (Various Interests Group), following the enlargement 
of the Community in January 1973, in her cape:.ci ty as chairman 
of the Danish consumers' association. 






